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INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION

DESIGN TEAM

STAKEHOLDERS

Echo Architecture was retained by the City of Manitou Springs on July 08, 2016 to update the March 2011
report: Evaluation & Assessment of 10 Old Man's Trail and re-evaluate the condition of the structure and
parking lot at 10 Old Man’s Trail for possible redevelopment by the City for:

Project Lead, Main Contact, Architect:
Echo Architecture
Contact Name: Ryan Lloyd, Architect

City of Manitou Springs Planning Department
Contact Name: Michelle Anthony
719.685.4398

*Use of the existing approximately 96,000 gross sf property for Public Parking. Reuse of all or a portion of
the existing approximately 14,248 sf building for offices, public meeting, event space or other potential
uses; or demolition of the improvements to increase the parking capacity.
THIS REPORT IS DIVIDED INTO THREE SECTIONS:
SECTION ONE: BUILDING
*Scope: Provide a written report outlining a preliminary evaluation of the existing building structure
and systems based on physical inspection indicating potential deficiencies, areas of concern, and
reuse/ rehabilitation opportunities. Preliminary cost estimates will be provided for rehabilitation that
may include selective demolition and/ or reuse of the entire structure: historical rehabilitation should
be consideration. The report should include photos documenting specific issues/ opportunities.
Drawings are not anticipated as part of the project. Interviews in order to determine the City’s needs in
regard to meeting/ event space with City representatives and other potential building users, as may be
identified will also be part of this project. Additionally, an interview with a representative of the
Chamber of Commerce, as a potential user of the building will be required. Alternatively, the estimated
costs for total demolition will be provided.

Cost Estimating, General Contractor:
E
Construction
Contact Name:

E

VICINITY MAP

SECTION TWO: PARKING
*Provide a written report outlining a preliminary evaluation of the existing parking area as it currently
exists and cost estimates for repair/ replacement of the parking surface, to include striping/ signing.
An evaluation of an anticipated number of parking spaces that can be provided in the existing area
should be included.
*In the event that demolition of the existing building improvements is the selected option, the report
will include an evaluation of costs associated with developing the building area into surface parking
and an evaluation of the number of additional parking spaces that could be provided.
*Some number of parking spaces to accommodate buses and RV’s should be included in these
evaluations (Chamber may have input on this. Conceptual layout drawings of potential parking layouts
are required to illustrate the options.)
SECTION THREE: FINANCIAL
rovide a update for the estimated costs associated ith the three ori inal options for reha ilitation
*Provide a written evaluation of the current $1.5 million asking price in regard to today’s real estate
market and evaluation of potential purchase/ rehabilitation/ redevelopment costs to help the City
determine anticipated total costs and debt service. Also a preliminary include estimate for paid public
parking and building rental/ lease will be provided.
*Items written in italics are quoted from the City of Manitou Springs 10 Old Man’s Trail Request for Proposals
from January, 2011.
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INTRODUCTION
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

PROS AND CONS

BUILDING: Considering the age and location of this building, the structure is in great shape and is a prime
candidate for redevelopment.
The below grade portion of the building needs to be repaired, but this is not overly expensive or difficult.
The exterior walls and structural system are in great shape and need very little work.
The roof and roof structure are also in quite good condition.
The finishes, insulation, and fenestration are not salvageable.
The Mechanical, Electrical, and Plumbing systems are not salvageable.
The post-1950 additions around the perimeter of the original structures are not in good condition and
should be demolished.

BUILDING: PROS

This is a building with rich significant historic importance to the City and Region.

The building has good bones.

The building is sited in a potentially beautiful location that could not be redeveloped with current
floodplain regulations. It is immediately adjacent to Fountain Creek, Memorial Park, and close to Manitou
Ave and downtown, and boasts great views.

The building is large with clear span roof trusses allowing for a variety of uses.

There is a mineral spring on site.
BUILDING: CONS

The finishes and systems are not salvageable, requiring a vast remodel.

Insensitive additions have hidden the historic character of the building, requiring demolition.

The building is not immediately visible from Manitou Avenue.

The building sits in the floodplain. The finish floor level is sli htly hi her than the current revised 100 yr
flood elevation

PARKING: The existing site is quite large, mostly undeveloped, and relatively flat.
The existing asphalt is in bad shape and should not be used for parking for more than the very short term.
 The parking lot drainage is inadequate and potentially harming both the building and Fountain Creek.
raina e should be remedied if the site is to be used for parking in the long term.
With the building the lot could hold up to 150 vehicles.
Without the building the lot could hold up to 200 vehicles.

PARKING: PROS
This is potentially the largest , relatively flat, site anywhere near downtown that will be available for
purchase in the foreseeable future.
Proximity to Memorial Park.
Being within the floodplain, parking may be one of the best uses for this site.
The current huttle system has proven to e effective

FINANCIAL: The factors provided in the ori inal report dated March 2011 addressed the potential purchase
of the uildin s at 10 Old Man's Trail urrently the uildin s have een acuired y the ity and updated
costs for reha ilitation have een provided under this updated report

METHODOLOGY
The methodology we used to evaluate the building and site are as follows:
A a ardous Materials urvey as performed y AE to understand the e tent of a atement and removal
inancial estimates have een updated to current 2016 values y Elder onstruction
p to date floodplain information from i es ea e ional uildin epartment's
soft are as added
ield verification of the property after years to determine any si nificant chan es to the current as-built condition.
We used the State Historic Fund “Historic Structure Assessment” protocol to assess the condition of the
building on a component by component basis.
We used the El Paso Assessor maps to create a map of the existing site and improvements to use as a
baseline for designing the various parking layout options. (Note: Our proposal to provide a survey to aid
in the site evaluation was not approved by City Council. Therefore our assumptions of the site boundaries
have a margin of error of up to 10% plus/minus in any direction)

PARKING: CONS
The distance from 10 Old Man’s to downtown is realistically too far to expect the majority of tourists to be
willing to walk. (The distance from 10 Old Man’s to the historic Spa Building is .4 miles. Rule of thumb for
walking from parking to destination is a maximum of .25 miles). Tourist parking at this site would most
likely require some sort of shuttle, public transit, or other means of moving people downtown.
The parking lot needs to be landscaped, lit, re-graded and re-paved.
Signage on Manitou Avenue is necessary and will require a code variance from the City of Manitou.

We researched related reports, ordinances and master plans to expand our knowledge of the vision,
opportunities and constraints that will guide the project. The list of documents is included on page 1.
We used the digital as-built drawings to communicate the work necessary to
rehabilitate the building in a format the cost estimator is accustomed to
using and to provide a basis for quantifying the many units of work.

RECOMMENDATIONS: With the assumption that the City moves forward with this project,
recommendations are made in each Section where further Action will be required to make the project a
success. These recommendations are in BLUE text in order to be easy to spot.
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SECTION ONE: BUILDING
SECTION ONE: BUILDING
*Scope: Provide a written report outlining a preliminary evaluation of the existing
building structure and systems based on physical inspection indicating potential
deficiencies, areas of concern, and reuse/ rehabilitation opportunities. Preliminary
cost estimates will be provided for rehabilitation that may include selective
demolition and/ or reuse of the entire structure: historical rehabilitation should be
consideration. The report should include photos documenting specific issues/
opportunities. Drawings are not anticipated as part of the project. Interviews in order
to determine the City’s needs in regard to meeting/ event space with City
representatives and other potential building users, as may be identified will also be
part of this project. Additionally, an interview with a representative of the Chamber
of Commerce, as a potential user of the building will be required. Alternatively, the
estimated costs for total demolition will be provided.
*Items written in italics are quoted from the City of Manitou Springs 10 Old Man’s Trail
Request for Proposals from January, 2011.
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SECTION ONE: BUILDING

SECTION ONE: BUILDING - HISTORY
The following is a summary history taken from the archives of the Colorado Springs Gazette Telegraph, site
observations and interviews.
1889:

The original three story Southern building was built by F.L. Smith who operated it as a “Public Resort
for Gentlemen”. The reported construction cost was $8,000.00.

1890-1920:

At an unkown date Adolph Fehringer purchased the original building and built the building that
currently sits on the South end of the site. (This building is referred to as ‘Structure 1’ throughout this
report). This complex was used as a restaurant, beer garden, and theatre.

1911-1918:

Vacant

1918:

In 1918 the property was acquired by Hal Leddy, who operated the building as a Dance Hall. It is
reported that all four sides of the ballroom were open to the air. It is assumed that this modification
was made at this time. As part of the improvements he drilled a well, near the main entrance, which
reportedly produced a “good flow” of mineral spring water.

08.19.1920:

August 1920 there was fire that completely destroyed the original North Building. The fire only slightly
damaged the South Building (Structure 1).

1920-1921:

The current Northern Building was built (this is referred to as Structure ‘2’ throughout the report). It is
assumed that this is when the flat roofed connection between the two structures was constructed.
During this era the Paul Whitman orchestra played, the Lawrence Welk Orchestra played, and Rudolph
Valentino made his only personal appearance in America on his transcontinental dancing tour.

1941:

Gene Worley becomes the owner.

1951:

Howard Geib and Carl Hornburg purchase the building and continued to operate it as a dance hall. The
Spetember 30, 1951 GT article announcing this sale mentioned that the dance floor was mounted on
cork to make dancing less tiring.

1952-1995:

At an unknown date the complex was converted into a restaurant. Multiple flat roofed additions were
installed around the perimeter of the original buildings during this phase. The latest restaurant to
occupy the space during this era was “The House of Prime Rib”

PHOTOS OF 1920 FIRE,
WHICH BURNED
DOWN THE ORIGINAL
SOUTHERN
STRUCTURE

1995—current: The El Paso Assessor’s records show that the current owners, Mohammed and Laila Alami acquired
the property July 26, 1995 for $285,000.00. They have operated the Tajine Alami restaurant in the
north part of the building since acquiring it. The dance hall (Structure 1) has not been in use since
1995.
2011:

201 :

The property was recently listed for sale by Jerry Trent, Broker Associate with ReMax Properties. The
Pikes Peak Association of Realtors web site lists the following information for this property:
Land area:
1.29 acres
Building area: 14,248 sf
Asking price: $1.5 mil
The roperty as purchased y the ity of Manitou prin s 1 0 0 000
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SECTION ONE: BUILDING
SECTION ONE: BUILDING - HISTORY, CONTINUED

VIEW OF ORIGINAL STRUCTURE (PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION OF STRUCTURE 1, SOMETIME
BETWEEN TWEEN 1890 AND 1918)

VIEW OF ORIGINAL STRUCTURE (PRIOR TO BURNING DOWN IN 1920)

POSTCARD DEPICTING BOTH EXISTING STRUCTURES—APPROXIMATELY 1921

PHOTO OF ORIGINAL STRUCTURE AND EXISTING SOUTHERN STRUCTURE 1 WITH THEATRE FLY TOWER (SOMETIME BETWEEN 1890 AND 1920)
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SECTION ONE: BUILDING
SECTION ONE: BUILDING - GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The building consists of two main rectangular shaped structures with an assortment of flat roofed connecting links and additions. The
buildings are wood framed and sit on crawlspace/basement.
Structure # 1 (The older of the two main structures) is 72’ x 102’ with the long dimension N-S, also with a pitched roof and a clear span of 50’.
Structure # 2 (The North building) is 36’ x 72’ with a pitched roof with the long axis E—W. It is a single story with a with a clear span N-S (38’)
and floor to (original) ceiling height of approximately 16’.
This structure has veranda 10’ wide on the East and West sides with a lower pitched roof.
These two structures are 20’ apart N – S with a flat roofed connecting link between the two.

CURRENT SOUTH ELEVATION

CURRENT WEST ELEVATION

CURRENT NORTH ELEVATION

CURRENT EAST ELEVATION
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SECTION ONE: BUILDING
SECTION ONE: BUILDING - GENERAL DESCRIPTION, CONTINUED
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SECTION ONE: BUILDING
SECTION ONE: BUILDING - GENERAL DESCRIPTION, CONTINUED
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SECTION ONE: BUILDING
SECTION ONE: BUILDING - GENERAL DESCRIPTION, CONTINUED
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SECTION ONE: BUILDING
SECTION ONE: BUILDING - STRUCTURE & FINISHES
FOUNDATION
The only part of the foundation we can see is in the basement/crawl-space beneath the flat roofed connecting
link. The older parts of the foundation are stone rubble. The majority of the ‘Addition’ foundations are
concrete slab on grade.
The parts of the stone foundation that are visible are in poor condition, the mortar has deteriorated over the
years.
The basement/ crawl space is about 6’0” deep and has an exposed dirt floor which appears to be loose
decomposed red sandstone.
There is a significant amount of water in a trench that has been dug in the basement floor and evidence of
longstanding efforts to remove it. There is a circular pit with a sump pump and we also saw three sump pumps
that had apparently failed and been replaced (sequentially) and the old units left behind.
The Gazette Telegraph reported that sometime around 1918 the owner re-opened the building as a club/
dance hall and drilled a well for mineral spring soda water. This well was apparently artesian with periodic
spontaneous flow. During our inspection accompanied by the owner, he reported that the “spring flows
whenever it chooses”. The parking lot topography drains surface rain runoff to the west side of Structure 2
where some of it penetrates the stone foundation.

SECTION OF ORIGINAL STONE FOUNDATION.

THIS IS THE DRILLED SPRING AND A SUMP PUMP
TO REMOVE THE WATER FROM THE BASEMENT.

THREE PUMPS, EVIDENCE OF A STRUGGLE TO REMOVE WATER
FROM THE BASEMENT.

EVIDENCE OF WATER INFILTRATION

While these multiple water issues around the foundation and in the basement/crawl-space are detrimental to
the stone foundations and wood building structure, there is no evidence of movement of the buildings. This is
partially because the structure is wood and flexible and able to absorb minor movement. If it were masonry
we would probably see cracks indicating foundation movement.
This condition is not a concern for catastrophic failure but is serious for the long term viability of the
structure(s). It is possible to repair the damaged portions of the foundation and this has been included in the
cost estimating.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Build concrete strip footing with pressure treated bearing walls to shore up structure where joists have
been altered and stone foundation has deteriorated beyond repair.
Spot fix stone foundation where possible.
Re-grade dirt floor to properly drain to concrete sump pit with filter and sump pump.
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SECTION ONE: BUILDING
SECTION ONE: BUILDING - STRUCTURE & FINISHES, CONTINUED
FLOOR FRAMING
The only place the floor framing is visible is in the basement/ crawl space of the flat roofed connector link. The
floor joists are 2 x 12’s @ 16”o.c. supported by wood beams, approximately 6 x 10.
There are many vertical wood posts and beams that have been added to support the floor in the flat roofed
connector link. These posts are bearing on concrete, cmu, or stone, directly on the soil as seen in the adjacent
picture. This seems to be isolated to below the kitchen where the joists have been cut/notched for plumbing
and mechanical reasons. The posts seem to have been added as a precautionary measure as the joists, and
flooring they are supporting do not show any evidence of failure. These ‘jury-rigged’ posts will need to be
removed and replaced with a permanent fix.
TYPICAL FLOOR FRAMING, 6X8 WOOD POSTS (COLUMNS) 6X10
WOOD BEAM AND 2X12 JOISTS @ 16” O.C.

To understand the floor framing in Structures 1 & 2 we are able to guess with reasonable accuracy, based on
how the structure above is built. The floors in these two areas are level and do not deflect under dancing body
weight indicating that the framing is probably unfinished 2 x 12’s @ 16” o.c. and spanning about 12’, with
interim beams on some sort of stem wall foundation. This is adequate for continued use without modification.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
For continued occupancy the floor framing in the flat roofed connector link must be repaired. The option
used for the cost estimate is to build concrete footings and a structural pressure treated 2x6 bearing wall.
This would require using wedges to pre-load the structure and avoid deflection of the floor.

ANOTHER VIEW OF THE SAME POST, BEAM AND JOISTS.

ADDED WOOD POST BEARING ON STONE

ADDED WOOD POSTS BEARING ON CMU AND STONE
ADDED WOOD POST AND BEAM
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SECTION ONE: BUILDING
SECTION ONE: BUILDING—STRUCTURE & FINISHES, CONTINUED
WALLS & ROOF FRAMING
The exterior walls are conventional stud framing. The structure of the two main buildings are unusual with 10”
diameter round posts @ 16’-0”o.c. resting on the foundation and supporting the ends of built up trusses. The
truss type is referred to as “Queen Rod Truss”, and consists of built-up 2x8’s, and steel rod tension members.
The major Queen Rod truss top chord is flat allowing for a unique vaulted ceiling. The existing wood bead
board ceiling is in place and in good shape in both structures. The exterior roof profile is pitched to a peak,
with a secondary traditional wood triangular truss on top which permits the full pitched roof, and creates a
small unfinished attic.
We visually inspected the major trusses in both structures and did not find displacement nor twisting
indicating they are not in distress.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
No action required.

STRUCTURE 2, BALLROOM FLOOR AND QUEEN ROD TRUSS

BUILDING ENVELOPE
The exterior wall finishes are a mixture of stucco and wood and are in generally poor condition. The wood
cladding is mostly T-111, not original, and in bad shape. The stucco (original?) has held up. The stucco will
need to be patched and painted. The wood cladding will need to be removed and replaced.

STUCCO CLOSE-UP. YOU CAN SEE THE POORLY
INSTALLED T-111 SIDING AT THE LEFT OF THE STUCCO

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Patch and paint stucco.
Remove wood cladding, provide new waterproofing and wood siding.
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SECTION ONE: BUILDING
SECTION ONE: BUILDING - STRUCTURE & FINISHES, CONTINUED
INSULATION
A large amount of the insulation has been exposed, in thanks partially, to an unruly raccoon that is living in the ceiling of
Structure 1. The insulation that remains is old fiberglass batt, and in poor condition.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
Remove all insulation, replace with modern code compliant insulation.
ROOFING
The major roofing material is asphalt-mineral shingles. In the recent past (about five years) about 60% of the roofing
shingles were replaced with dimensional asphalt shingles. The low-slope roof portions are roofed w/ an asphaltic
membrane. There is no evidence of roof leaks inside the building, but much of the interior finishes are concealed by
decorative materials. The roof drainage (gutters and downspouts) are in very poor condition.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
Replace the 3-tab shingles with new dimensional shingles to match existing.
Provide new single ply membrane roofing over connector link.
Remove and replace all gutters and downspouts.

ROOFING

ROOFING

WINDOWS/ DOORS
Poor condition throughout. Some original single pane wood windows exist. Most windows have been removed. The
remainder are of various material that has been installed over the years. A lot of the panes are cracked, or missing.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
Remove and replace all existing windows and doors.
Remove all original window infill and replace with new windows.
INTERIOR FINISHES
In Structure 1 there is a suspended ceiling. This space is divided into several large dining areas corresponding to the roof
truss pattern. The interior walls finishes and floor finishes in this structure are concealed by the restaurant decorations.
The major roof trusses span the entire width of both structures 1 & 2 which will permit great flexibility in the reuse
possibilities for the building.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
Remove all non-original interior finishes. This will allow the space to be refinished to accommodate new uses. It will
also allow for new electrical, mechanical, plumbing, and insulation to be installed easily.

INTERIOR FINISHES: STRUCTURE
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INTERIOR FINISHES: STRUCTURE 1

INTERIOR FINISHES: STRUCTURE 1
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SECTION ONE: BUILDING
SECTION ONE: BUILDING - STRUCTURE & FINISHES, CONTINUED
EXTERIOR APPENDAGES – ADDITIONS
There are several additions that have been made over the life of the building. The additions on the West and
North of the existing structures are concrete slab on grade, wood framed, and low low slope roofs. They are
clad w/ stucco and/or wood. The additions on the East side of the existing building are slab on grade. Many of
these are simple roof structures over storage areas and walk-in coolers and freezers. They are not usable
space and should not be included in area calculations. The addition on the South side of the building is
cantilevered over the creek, and wood framed. All in poor condition and not reusable. They have not been
constructed properly and are in poor repair. Not only are they not salvageable, they are a liability to the
existing structure. These additions are shown in blue on the previous floor plan.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
Remove all post 1950 additions, reducing the overall building area to 11,535 square feet.

EAST ADDITIONS

EAST ADDITIONS

INTERIOR OF SOUTHERN ADDITION
W/ RACCOON CAMEO
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SOUTH ADDITION EXTERIOR

INTERIOR OF NORTH ADDITION

INTERIOR OF NORTH ADDITION

SOUTH ADDITION OVER CREEK
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SECTION ONE: BUILDING
SECTION ONE: BUILDING - MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
PLUMBING
The plumbing visible in the basement is in bad shape (below the kitchen and main toilet area). Multiple occurrences of leaks
were found. The other existing plumbing is concealed but the toilet rooms they serve are not salvageable.
HEATING
Structure 1 is heated with ceiling suspended natural gas fired unit heaters without ducting. The rest of the building is heated
w/ residential style forced air gas furnaces, and supplemented with electric baseboard heaters.
EVAPORATIVE COOLING
There are 5 roof mounted evaporative coolers on the building. Depending on the end use of the building, if it is reused, it
may be air conditioned or simply ventilated.
VENTILATION
During the summer the evaporative coolers provide fresh air to the conditioned spaces. During winter months there appears
to be no ventilation. Reuse will require some form of positive ventilation.
FIRE PROTECTION
There are hand held fire extinguishers throughout the building with current inspection dates. Reuse may require a sprinkler
system depending upon occupancy.

RESIDENTIAL STYLE GAS FURNACE IN
STRUCTURE 1

ROOFTOP EVAPORATIVE COOLERS

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Remove all plumbing back to main supply and waste. Stub in new plumbing to accommodate new use.
Remove all Heating equipment, ducts, etc. Replace with modern forced air or heat pump system.
Remove evaporative coolers. Proper redesign could eliminate the need for air conditioning.
Provide code compliant ventilation in remodel.
Provide code compliant fire protection. If the building is reused as an Assembly occupancy (restaurant, theater, etc)
the building will need to be fire sprinklered. If the majority of the building is used for general office/business use a
standard fire detection and alarm system will be sufficient.
FIRE PROTECTION IS CURRENTLY
PROVIDED BY HAND HELD
EXTINGUISHERS AND RESIDENTIAL STYLE
SMOKE DETECTORS.
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SECTION ONE: BUILDING
SECTION ONE: BUILDING - ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
The building panels and wiring are in poor condition and show evidence of many additions that are not code
compliant and most likely done without a permit.
The building is equipped with an emergency generator located in the kitchen. We did not test this unit, nor
did we attempt to identify the parts of the building it serves, probably the kitchen and restaurant areas.
If the building is reused the entire electrical system, meter block, panels, sub-panels, wiring, lighting, etc.
must be removed and replaced with an entirely new system.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
Strip all existing electrical wiring from the building back to the panel.
Install new code compliant electrical panel(s).
Rough-in new electrical wiring to accommodate for new uses.

MOST OF THE ELECTRICAL WIRING IS NOT CODE COMPLIANT AND LOOKS AS IF IT HAS BEEN INSTALLED WITHOUT A PERMIT AND
INSPECTION.

THE STANDBY ELECTRIC GENERATOR IS LOCATED IN
THE KITCHEN. THE EXHAUST IS THRU THE ROOF
WITHOUT THE REQUIRED DOUBLE WALL SLEEVE TO
PREVENT THE HOT EXHAUST PIPE FROM CONTACT
WITH COMBUSTIBLE MATERIALS.
THE VERTICAL PIPE IS PROBABLY A NATURAL GAS
LINE MEANING THE UNIT IS FUELED WITH NATURAL
GAS.
THIS EQUIPMENT HAS SOME RESIDUAL VALUE BUT
SHOULD NOT BE REUSED IN A TOTAL BUILDING
REHABILITATION PROJECT. THERE IS OTHER SIMILAR
EQUIPMENT AND FIXTURES THROUGHOUT THE
BUILDING.
THE NEW OWNER OF THE BUILDING COULD
POTENTIALLY CAPTURE THE VALUE OF THE EXISTING
SYSTEMS, RESTAURANT EQUIPMENT, AND
FURNITURE BY HAVING AN AUCTION OR ‘ESTATE
SALE’.
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SECTION ONE: BUILDING
SECTION ONE: BUILDING - HISTORIC CONSIDERATIONS

FLOODPLAIN

This building is a historically important part of Manitou Springs. The existing buildings have merit for re-use
and an interesting structural system. The notable musical and dancing events and entertainers that have
performed here is also of significant to this Region. The almost obscure fact that there is a drilled artesian
spring in the building could be exploited as part of a rehabilitation project. However, this history does not
ensure the possibility of inclusion on the National Register of Historic Places. In the design teams opinion, it is
unlikely the State would be willing to register this building.

The entire existing building is extremely close to Fountain Creek and in the floodplain. The additions on
the south end of the building are literally overhanging the creek.
n 201 the floodplain for ountain ree as reassessed and accordin to current data the finish floor
elevation is elieved to e at 6288 feet hich is appro imately si inches a ove the 100-year floodplain
at 6288 feet at that location
hile the map sho s the su ect property in the floodplain the elevations
of oth the uildin and the floodplain should e noted

The property is not within one of the historic districts in the Manitou Springs Historic Preservation Plan. It is,
however, directly across the street from the Commercial Core Historic District. Per Michelle Anthony, the City
would consider extending this boundary to include 10 Old Man’s Trail This could help it to qualify for State
Historic Fund grants. Our Project Team has extensive experience with SHF grant projects and with working
with the SHF Staff.

f portions of the uildin are found to e in the floodplain Federal regulations do not allow buildings
within the floodplain to be “Substantially Improved”. This means that the improvements cannot be worth
more than 50% of the market value of the structure before the improvements take place. There are two
exceptions to this rule:
1. Improvements to correct existing violations to safety codes.
2. Improvements to “Historic Buildings”

Generally using the SHF as a source of funds is not viable for commercial projects but can be beneficial if the
property is being rehabilitated by a non-profit entity. To qualify for SHF grants the first step would be a SHF
funded project to conduct a Historic Structure Assessment. This would be a more extensive assessment of the
history and condition than we have undertaken here (although this is a great start and would greatly
accelerate the Assessment). The Historic Structure Assessment grants are non-competitive and have a $10,000
cap. Applications are accepted any time. This could provide additional information about the buildings and
their condition. It could also be the basis for including the building as a locally designated property, making it
eligible for further SHF grant funding.

The improvements that this building requires will definitely cost more than 50% of the existing market value
of the building (approx. $1
1 ) .The following is a quote from City Planner Michelle Anthony:
“Since Manitou Springs has been classified by the US Department of the Interior as a Certified Local Government,
historic structures listed as contributing to our local and/or National Register historic district are exempt from the
50% Substantial Improvement requirements. I believe we could make this case when improvements will result in
a contributing status even if the building doesn't start off that way.”

On the converse, the building is likely to require extensive modification if it is rehabilitated for any use that
demands that it perform financially. Involving the SHF could potentially lead to restrictions that would inhibit
the project. Put more simply, rehabilitating the building for a revenue generating use will be difficult if the
Secretary of Interior’s Standards for Treatment of Historic Properties must be complied with.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
If SHF funding is a consideration we recommend inviting the SHF staff to visit the building
and give their input on the viability of their participation.
Use the interesting history of this site to your advantage. Court the Heritage Center, provide graphic and
written information on-site in the rehabilitation of the building.
Recover the Spring and have it be a showpiece for the building in the rehabilitation.
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SECTION ONE: BUILDING
SECTION ONE: BUILDING - SIGNAGE
Due to the project site not being located directly on Manitou Avenue, Signage is very important, as iterated by
Leslie Lewis of the Chamber of Commerce.
Currently Tajine Alami has signage located on Manitou Avenue in an ideal location for whatever the use of the
site becomes. Unfortunately this existing signage does not comply with the Manitou Springs Zoning Code.
Applicable General Requirements are as follows:
Signage may not obstruct visibility for the purpose of public safety.
Flashing and/or “Animated” (moving, changing, rotating, etc) signs are not allowed.
Signs more than eight square feet in size shall be set back from all property lines a minimum of six feet
(this setback increases as the sign size increases)
Signs shall not exceed 50 s.f. per side.
Roof signs shall not be higher than the peak of the roof, and shall not exceed 18 s.f. per side
Permanent off-premise signs are not allowed.
Any alterations to non-conforming signs will require that the altered sign be code compliant.
A variance may be granted due to proof of “hardship”.
Any sign that would reasonably advertise the potential uses of 10 Old Man’s Trail on Manitou Avenue would
not be code compliant. This will need to be overcome by working with the City prior to purchasing the site.
The proposed signage would also need to comply with CDOT’s visibility standards.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
Potentially include small amount of property on
Manitou Avenue during the replat for signage.
Work with Stakeholders, City, and Architect to
design sign that adequately advertises 10 Old
Man’s Trail and complies with visibility and
public safety portions of the signage code.
Apply for signage variance with the City.

SECTION ONE: BUILDING - HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

T

H

M

T
lead ased paint and mold

,

E

M
E ,T
selected AE to perform a ha ardous material assessment for as estos

The ead ased aint urvey concluded that of the 8 areas tested seven
that ould re uire certified a atement y a professional

contained lead in amounts

The mold samplin and inspection survey tested air in fifteen 1 areas in and around the property to
determine the presence of mold Mold as present at elevated levels in potentially dan erous forms in
the ma ority of areas tested and in all areas proposed for rene al or renovation
The As estos ontainin Materials A M survey discovered as estos in the uildin Alto ether there
ere forty-nine
homo eneous areas ith suspect A M that ere sampled in ninety-t o 2
locations in the uildin s ased on the site o servations and ul sample la oratory analysis results
collected y AE fourteen 1 suspect materials contained as estos therefore removal of those areas
ill re uire as estos a atement
Althou h the a ardous Materials found in the uildin are unsettlin it should e noted that they are
not uncommon in a uildin of this a e roper miti ation and reha ilitation ill solve the pro lems
a mat miti ation needs to occur re ardless of the decision for either reha ilitation or demolition

RECOMMENDATIONS:
v Enlist a ha ardous materials miti ation
contractor to provide cost estimates for
miti ation of all ha ardous materials

EXISTING ‘TAJINE ALAMI’ SIGN ON MANITOU AVE
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SECTION TWO: PARKING
SECTION TWO: PARKING
*Provide a written report outlining a preliminary evaluation of the existing parking
area as it currently exists and cost estimates for repair/ replacement of the parking
surface, to include striping/ signing. An evaluation of an anticipated number of
parking spaces that can be provided in the existing area should be included.
*In the event that demolition of the existing building improvements is the selected
option, the report will include an evaluation of costs associated with developing the
building area into surface parking and an evaluation of the number of additional
parking spaces that could be provided.
*Some number of parking spaces to accommodate buses and RV’s should be included
in these evaluations (Chamber may have input on this. Conceptual layout drawings of
potential parking layouts are required to illustrate the options.)
*Items written in italics are quoted from the City of Manitou Springs 10 Old Man’s Trail
Request for Proposals from January, 2011.
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SECTION TWO: PARKING
SECTION TWO: PARKING
The asphalt aggregate surface of the parking lot has deteriorated from UV radiation, absence of kneading
traffic, and weathering to the point that it should be repaired before being put back into service.
Also the topography of the lot drains some of the runoff into an area adjacent to the foundation of Structure 1.
There are no curbs around the perimeter to direct the runoff into organized surface drains. And there is no
landscaping to soften the visual appearance of the large open asphalt expanse. The parking space striping has
eroded and is no longer useful in organizing the parking. An increased amount of usage (and vehicular weight)
will rapidly accelerate the deterioration of the lot, if not improved.
The parking lot runoff is currently draining directly into Fountain Creek. This is causing significant erosion and
allowing harmful pollutants into the creek. This will need to be remedied.
We developed three options for the lot layout to determine pricing to provide the City with a full view of
possibilities and produce realistic cost estimates.
OPTION 1 assumes retaining the building and site as is.
OPTION 2 assumes rehabilitation of the building, removal of the existing asphalt, and provision of new
code compliant parking lot.
OPTION 3 assumes demolition of the building and using the entire property for a new code compliant
parking lot.
These options are shown graphically on the following pages.

LOOKING EAST FROM THE BACK OF STRUCTURE # 1. NOTE THE SLOPE AND SWALE
THAT CHANNELS THE RUNOFF.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
If signage variance is achievable, install monument sign on Manitou Avenue, advertising the parking and
project.
Stripe and seal the existing lot for short term use (maximum of 4 years).
After building is rehabilitated remove all existing asphalt, regrade site, install new code compliant parking
lot with lights, landscaping, and proper drainage.

LOOKING SOUTH FROM THE CENTER OF THE EAST LOT, TOWARD FOUNTAIN
CREEK. THE STRIPING HAS WORN OFF AND THE SURFACE IS BADLY
DETERIORATED FROM UV RADIATION, FREEZE-THAW AND RAIN RUNOFF.
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DRAINAGE SWALE AND LOW AREA NEAR THE
MAIN ENTRY TO THE BUILDING—SLOPES
TOWARD THE CREEK.

THE WEST-SIDE PARKING DRAINS
DIRECTLY INTO THE CREEK IN AN UN
-REINFORCED DRAINAGE SWALE.
THIS IS CAUSING SIGNIFICANT
EROSION, AND ALLOWING
HARMFUL UNTREATED
STORMWATER TO ENTER DIRECTLY
INTO THE CREEK.

A CLOSE UP OF THE PAVEMENT SURFACE CONDITION, WHICH IS TYPICAL
THROUGH OUT THE ENTIRE LOT.
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SECTION THREE: FINANCIAL
SECTION THREE: FINANCIAL
*P
of the current $1.5 million asking price in regard to
today’s real estate market and evaluation
purchase/
Also a preliminary include estimate for paid public parking and
building rental/ lease will be provided.
*Items written in italics are quoted from the City of Manitou Springs 10 Old Man’s Trail
Request for Proposals from January, 2011.
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SECTION THREE: FINANCIAL
SECTION THREE: FINANCIAL - COSTS
The following three pages display three options for rehabilitation of the site and associated costs.
OPTION 1: Minimal, short term rehabilitation.
This option is included solely to show the City what the minimal investment involved in
rehabilitating the property for the short term while further finances are raised to
implement a long term rehabilitation.
OPTION 2: Recommended long term rehabilitation for the building and site.
This option displays the costs associated with the recommendations found throughout
this report.
The resulting property consists of a code compliant, attractive, and functional building
and parking area, that will accommodate any of the variety of uses being explored.
OPTION 3: Building demolition, provide parking on the entire site.
This option is included to allow the City to determine the costs, and outcome, of
providing parking on the entire site.
The resulting property consists of a code compliant, attractive, and functional parking
lot.
The costing process consists of the following:
pdate to 2011 estimates provided y Elder onstruction
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SECTION THREE: FINANCIAL - COSTS FOR OPTION 1

SECTION THREE: FINANCIAL
OPTION 1:
WHAT YOU GET
SITE:
Existing Parking Lot Restriped and Sealed
115 Parking Spaces
No landscaping, no lighting, existing drainage problems
to remain
Monument Sign on Manitou Avenue
All necessary replatting
BUILDING:
Existing building in its original layout (14,248 s.f.)
All structural problems repaired.
All salvageable finishes to remain, be patched and
painted.
All existing doors and windows replaced with new.
Existing Electrical, HVAC, and Plumbing systems to be
serviced and remain.
$ 0/s.f. budget allowance for Tenant Improvements
for new uses.
WHAT IT COSTS:
PARKING/SITE:
MONUMENT SIGN:
DESIGN/ENGINEERING:
BUILDING REHAB:
TENANT IMPROVEMENTS:
E T O T :
A MAT M T AT O :

$20 2
$10,000
$112 1 6
$182 16
$1 282 20
$2
82
T

TOTAL:

$

RECOMMENDATIONS:
This option should only be considered as a SHORT
TERM solution (1-4 years maximum)
This parking lot resurfacing will not last longer than
4 years, the lack of lighting, and landscaping, will
make the area unsafe and undesirable in the long
term
The building will not be code compliant, properly
weather protected, or attractive. This is not
sustainable for the long term.
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SECTION THREE: FINANCIAL - COSTS FOR OPTION 2

SECTION THREE: FINANCIAL
OPTION 2:
WHAT YOU GET
SITE:
New Asphalt parking lot with proper drainage,
lighting, landscaping, and concrete sidewalks,
curbs, and gutters.
149 Parking Spaces
Monument Sign on Manitou Avenue
All necessary replatting
BUILDING:
Completely rehabilitated building restored to its
original integrity
All structural problems repaired.
All new interior finishes
All new doors and windows.
Existing stucco to be patched and painted
Existing wood cladding to be replaced.
All roofing materials to match existing dimensional
asphalt shingles.
Existing Electrical, HVAC, and Plumbing systems to
be serviced and remain.
$ 0/s.f. budget allowance for Tenant
Improvements for new uses.
WHAT IT COSTS:
PARKING/SITE:
MONUMENT SIGN:
DESIGN/ENGINEERING:
BUILDING REHAB:
TENANT IMPROVEMENTS:
E T O T :
A MAT M T AT O :

$ 0 201
$10,000
$ 0 00
$8
80
$1 0 81 0
$ 8 8
T

TOTAL:

$

RECOMMENDATIONS:
This is the Option that the Design Team
recommends.
The resulting parking lot will be attractive, highly
functional, and long lasting.
The resulting building will be attractive, long
lasting, and accommodate a large variety of uses.
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SECTION THREE: FINANCIAL - COSTS FOR OPTION 3

SECTION THREE: FINANCIAL
OPTION 3:
WHAT YOU GET
SITE:
New Asphalt parking lot with proper drainage, lighting,
and landscaping, and concrete sidewalks, curbs, and
gutters.
191 Parking Spaces
Monument Sign on Manitou Avenue
All necessary replatting
BUILDING:
Complete removal of existing building.
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WHAT IT COSTS:
PARKING/SITE:
MONUMENT SIGN:
DESIGN/ENGINEERING:
BUILDING DEMOLITION:
E T O T :

$82 1
$10,000
$2 128
$1 0 0
$18 20

TOTAL:

$
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SECTION FOUR: VISION
SECTION FOUR: VISION
This vision section has been included to graphically display the potential this site has.
The vision displayed on the following pages has been provided by locals,
stakeholders, and the Design Team. It is not intended to be viewed as a proposal, it
is merely to add a visual image to the great ideas we have heard throughout this
process. We hope it serves as inspiration as you move forward with this project.
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SECTION FOUR: VISION
SECTION FOUR: VISION - POTENTIAL USES
Visitors Center, including Chamber of Commerce, Heritage Center, gift shop, and kiosk rental to all local
players such as the Pikes Peak CO Attractions, MECA, the Cog Railway, Etc.

Extend Memorial Park to property, use it for event space such as:
Outdoor/Open Air Theater (ie. Raleigh Little Theatre in North Carolina)
Indoor Theater
Event space (ie. Weddings, conferences, etc)
Sporting events (ie. X-games)
Interpretive Center

NEW RIVER STATE PARK VISITORS CENTER,
NORTH CAROLINA

GRAND TETON VISITOR CENTER GIFT SHOP,
WYOMING

RALEIGH LITTLE THEATRE, NORTH CAROLINA

RALEIGH LITTLE THEATRE, NORTH CAROLINA

OUTDOOR WEDDING, ROSE GARDEN,
PORTLAND, OR

X-GAMES, PORTLAND, OR

GRAND TETON VISITOR CENTER , WYOMING

OREGON SHAKESPEARE THEATRE,
ASHLAND, OR

X-GAMES, PORTLAND, OR

City Hall Annex
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SARPSBOURG PARK INTERPRETIVE CENTER,
NORWAY
719.387.7836
Colorado Springs, CO

NIYANG RIVER INTERPRETIVE CENTER
TIBET

DEER VALLEY ROCK ART INTERPRETIVE CENTER,
ARIZONA
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SECTION FOUR: VISION
SECTION FOUR: VISION - POTENTIAL USES, CONTINUED
Vodka Distillery

JACK DANIELS DISTILLERY,
LYNCHBURG, TENNESSEE

KOENIG DISTILLERY, SNAKE RIVER, IDAHO

WYNAND FOCKNICK DISTILLERY, AMSTERDAM

Farmers Market—potentially covered in existing ballroom, potentially outdoor, or both!

COVERED FARMERS MARKET, ANN ARBOR, MI

OUTDOOR FARMERS MARKET, PORTLAND, OR

COVERED FARMERS MARKET, YOAKUM, TX

Local goods Market (crafts, food, art, etc)

PIKE PLACE MARKET, SEATTLE, WA

Restaurant
Brewpub
Independent Movie Theatre
Concert Venue
Art Gallery
Artist Studio
Artist in Residence
Small Business Incubator
General Office Use
Dance/Yoga Studio
Ballroom
Just about anything!
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KENNEDY SCHOOL—THEATRE, BREWPUB, RESTAURANT, PORTLAND, OR
719.387.7836
Colorado Springs, CO

FOLK ART MARKET, SANTA FE, NM

AUGUSTINER BEER GARDEN, GERMANY

SATURDAY MARKET, PORTLAND, OR

OPEN-AIR ART GALLERY, BANGKOK, THAILAND
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SECTION FOUR: VISION
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